Description

This is a work in two main parts--one hidden and one open. Each part has
This first node introduces the place as far
three other counter parts--one more or less open and the other three hidden. off in time and space. Like all opening lines
The story of the boy provides the parabolic base for these insights into the
of a fairy tale, it is completely untrue
modern world of humanity and community. The text within the alt tags of the
introductory navigation provides the talmudic or
taoist commentary on the text. The texts within the alt tags of the boy's story
provide the alternative history of the dissident and the internet cafe. The
Official History of Salmon in Clear Water Ravines is exactly what it appears
to be.

This second node continues the placement of
the story in an impossible or impassible
geography. It establishes tradition and
introduces the curious character of the internet
cafe. Note that the mayor's office will never be
explained for the convenience of literary
scholars

This is the third of four nodes that will place the village.
The placement nodes comprise nearly a fifth of the total
narrative, mocking the Aristotlean values of symmetry.
The text introduces the stopped river/lazy lake as a
character in the story and as an extended metaphor for
imprisonment and the inability to move freely in the
modern world.

Keywords

electronic literature, links, imagery, secret text, internet consciousness

mayors, internet cafe, tailors, proper methods
to sweep a room, rice paddies, factory work,
labor exploitation, rural economies,
industrialization, industrial age meets the
internet age

text

ravines, dreams, inability to travel, boats,
airplanes, Transportation Security
Administration
Once upon a time, in a land that could not
be reached by boats, and could not be
crossed by air, and had only been reported
in dreams, there was a village perched on
a ravine.
This may --or may not --be a cautionary tale for the Modern Age. For the
Once upon a time, in a land that could not
Information Age. It might be a commentary on the way we handle confidential be reached by boats, and could not be
information. Or many- to-many communication structures for society. Or
crossed by air, and had only been reported
information verification. But it probably isn't, really.
in dreams, there was a village perched on
a ravine.
It may --or may not --contain an obvious moral. It may--or may not--have
happened in this order. Or in any other particular order. You might want to
believe what each page says about itself. Or you might not.

This fourth node ends the placement series with
the all important introduction of the salmon. This
node provides all of the overt hints about the
genocidic conspiracies of modern States, as
anything more obvious would probably be
censored. Official note: this story does not affirm,
nor does it deny the truth or falsehood of any
allegations of wrongdoing by any State officials in
the past, present, future, or other possible worlds.

This fifth node introduces the curious old woman. Note that
the role of the curious old woman is introduced here and in
the hidden text story in such a way that it provokes
controversy. This was done for the convenience of literary
scholars in search of a thesis. The node also gently mocks
the idea that traditions are valuable simply because they
were actions previously performed. Jack-o-lanterns have
no symbolic meanings or undercurrents in this story
whatsoever.

This sixth node introduces the child in the way that most myths do, that
is underlining the exhaustion and sacrifice of the mother for the child in
such a way that the birth of the child seems to portend something for
the whole of human history. It refers back to the placement of the
village nodes to reinforce the isolationism of the modern age.

dams, hydroelectric power potentials, unsafe architecture, New York skyscrapers, double-decker London
environmental hazards
buses, salmon of inordinate size, economic
significance of clear water

traditions, shipping containers, jack-o-lanterns, rice
paddies, curious old women

The village itself was simple: a mayor, a tailor,
an internet café. Old men who had toiled all
their lives in the little rice paddies that led up to
the village from the south. Old women who
swept their houses once a day from south to
north, as they had done since they were
infants. Children too young to go to the city to
look for factory work. And no one else ever
came by.

The village was perched on top of a high ravine to the
north, and the buildings slanted in just so, so you could
see deep into the ravine. The first half of the ravine were
stark tan cliffs punctuated with an occasional brave blue
flower. What was once a river long ago had met with too
many boulders at the mouth of the ravine, and had backed
up, lazily prepared to wait its turn to leave.

And that would be the end of the story, except that there
was a curious old woman who lived in a tiny house at the
western edge of the village. The house had once been the
shipping container which had brought the furnishings and
computers for the internet café, but the old woman had
carved windows in the sides of the box like grinning jack-olanterns (a picture she’d found online and which had
nothing whatsoever to do with the history of the village—so
it was somewhat controversial until the others had gotten
used to it), Every day, she would walk out to the rice
paddies, watching the old men and old women bend down
first to plant, then to weed, then to harvest.

So the bottom half of the ravine was a placid
lake—but the sheer absence of dirt or metals or
anything else of value had allowed the water to
grow very clear. On clear days, you could see
straight to the bottom of the ravine, where salmon
the size of double decker London buses swam
lazily over green tinged river rocks, which actually
easily outmatched the tallest New York
skyscrapers. On cloudy days, you could see
nothing, not even the edge of the ravine, which is
why this story has so few children in it.

This seventh node makes explicit the continuing cycle of awareness, death,
and birth that the story is based on. Again, the reasons for the woman's
death are only obscurely and darkly hinted at as this work wishes to be
published without further censorship. Note that nothing in this work shall be
construed as advocating parboiled rice as an effective medical treatment.

This eighth node provides a short interlude for the audience
(borrowed from the Italian operatic tradition of ice cream arias),
allowing the boy time to mourn his mother and the curious old
woman time to attempt to teach the boy something beyond his
textbooks of the State Virtual Academy for Outlying and Backwards
Villages.

This ninth node introduces the concept of communication in the
internet age and portends a time when communication between family
members will no longer be necessary. Note the various types of
communication have been outlined in this story for the convenience of
teachers who wish to assign homework.

scantily clad movie stars, gossip about movie stars, parboiled rice,
BBC, picture of the day, Virtual academies, online schools, education as
madonna and child, pieta, mother and child, mother sacrifice, refugees, propaganda tools, mass education, literacy rates, rural villages, rural
internally displaced persons, qualitative effectiveness of Bing
medicine, medicinal effects of parboiled rice
searches, Bing, MSN

shipping containers, sunsets, early childhood education programs,
skyscrapers reduced to rubble

instant messaging, You Tube, funny cat videos, internet cafe, grocery ponzi scheme, LCD monitors, Internet 7 relics, cathode ray tubes,
lists
technology upgrades, air travel destinations, post-Keynesian economics,
one percent, income inequality

But even with a curious old woman who ate nothing but parboiled rice
and who spent her days watching rice grow and her nights imagining
the salmon swimming through the skyscrapers of the ravine, this would
be the end of the story had there not been the child. On a bright
Tuesday afternoon when MSN had declared that there was no news of
note and had instead offered Bing searches of scantily clad movie
stars, a strange woman walked toward the village.

The curious old woman watched the worn-out traveler as a tiny dust speck
moving at the edge of the horizon, as an ant crawling at the edges of sight,
as a tattered bundle carrying too many burdens. The curious old woman
walked out to meet the traveler at the edge of the village (which was honestly
as far as she had ever walked, because only in her dreams at night or in her
daily perusals of the BBC pictures had she gone beyond the edges of the
tiny village where she was born.) They never spoke, but the curious old
woman took the baby from the traveler, who fell to the ground, exhausted.
Lines of exhaustion moved not only under her face, but under her arms And the old woman spooned parboiled rice into the traveler's dry mouth
where she carried a heavy bundle of child and under her stomach
caulked over with sores and gave her cool, clear water that the salmon had
where she had not eaten for many weeks, and under her feet where
swum in the night before (the children hauled up pails of water from the
she had walked countless thousands of miles on the edge of the
ravine each morning, before they went into the internet café to attend the
ravine. (For really, there was nothing other than this tiny village
State Virtual Academy for Outlying and Backwards Villages). But this was not
perched on the edge of the ravine for as far as you could walk without enough to revive the traveler after her journey, when she had, of course,
becoming so exhausted that you simply could not walk any longer. )
given every bit of life to her baby and kept nothing back for herself to live on.

And thus the curious old woman took the baby back to the village to
live in her shipping container. And every evening they would watch
the sun go down and pause where the traveler had left her child.
And every night they would dream of swimming around the salmon
who played about the ravine’s skyscrapers as if they were pebbles.

And in the tradition of the village, they did not speak. There were
hurriedly IMed messages waiting for each other sometimes at the
internet café—messages of needing more parboiled rice or inviting
the other to watch the latest--and definitely best--Funniest Cat Video
on You Tube. And thus the boy grew up, attending the Virtual
Academy of the State by day and watching the salmon by night.

Psychoanalyze the symbolic importance of salmon in Jungian
terminology.
Contrast the importance of the mourning, half mourning, and
quarter mourning Victorian clothing requirements with the
undefined times of grief in this passage.
Explain the advantages and disadvantages of fostering a child in
Darwinian philosophies.

Compare and contrast these methods of communication. Who uses
what and when and why?
Explain the political advantages to a dictatorship of reducing
vocabulary. Feel free to borrow Orwellian terminology.
Explain the evolutionary advantages or disadvantages gained by
night vision.
Explicate the relevance of communication strategies in Turing tests.
Explain the symbolic and evolutionary importance of monkeys,
bearing in mind the Official State History books do not endorse
creationism.

Explain the psychological root causes of internet addiction in young boys.
Research lists of banned sites and explain the dangers of each site. Please
Bawdlerize your examples.
Explain the effects that unlimited access to television commercials had on
the fall of the Berlin wall.
Explain the alternate version of history in Plantagenet terms. In Marxist
terms.

This eleventh node concludes the growth cycle of the story,
This twelfth node ends the cycle of growth and desire and introduces
the commercial possibilities of the salmon. It also explains the
personalizing the concepts introduced in the tenth node and
geographic placement of the village and ties it into the global economy.
explaining them on a global economic scale. This node also
includes an aside about the fate of the cats of the village,
which is an extended metaphoric warning to limit consumption
to that which is truly necessary. The warning is not made
explicit as this space may in the future wish to sponsor
advertising.

This thirteenth node would be the Aristotlean climax for the piece if this were not a modern, moral fairy tale.
This fourteenth node begins the ascendant cycle of worldly success or
Instead, this node brings in the authoritative (or non authoritative) wisdom contained in traditional (or non
revolution. This invites outside participation and promises an equal footing
traditional) texts. Note that propaganda is deliberately undefined here for the convenience of the political science of wealth but renegs on these promises. The authors do not endorse the
students looking for a unique topic for their papers on information flow and overflow. Note further as an aside that scams reported in this node and distance themselves from them.
this node offers the dissident a unique opportunity to expound and expand the Manifesto.

This fifteenth node provides the pinnacle of false success and the ease and flush This sixteenth node represents the denoument of the wealth
of pursuing wealth. This node does not make explicit the false promises of wealth cycle, as the boy and the internet cafe degenerate into a
for the convenience of religious leaders searching for something to use in their
constant vicious circle of ever-expanding requirements. The
sermons.
node does not refer back to the ponzi-scheme aspects of
expanding global consumerism as brought forth in node 10, but
could do so if it wished. This node also foreshadows the
inevitable outcome of these schemes. The timelines have been
shortened for the convenience of economists searching for a
fable."

This seventeenth node represents the slapdown of the
State or natural physical processes that will not be
subverted. Note that the metaphor of salmon as a
natural physical process breaks down here for in reality
unmetaphoricized beasts do not have the salmon's
wisdom and thus become extinct from this sort of
exploitation.

This last node represents the
isolationist aftermath of a State
Victory. The node hints at the
possible redemption for the boy
and the internet cafe. But like a
monkey caught with the cookie in
the jar, it is only from letting go of
the primary goals of the story that
freedom and redemption can occur.

simple living, money, cats, internet cafe, upgrades,
repurposing television shows, advertisements, funny videos

tourists, industry, explorers, salmon, gold-mining, rope-weaving,

Clear water, ravines, salmon, habitat, evolutionarily significant units, net surfing, gems, precious stones

ywords" content="get rich quick schemes, 419 scams, time, money, email,
spam, toilets"

salmon recipes, fishing techniques, harpoons, proper helmet use, chocolates,
truffles

sports fishing, money, excitement, game fishing, trophy fishing,
thrilling sports, clear waters, resorts, water sports

scambusters, Tiananmen Square, Prague Spring, Tamil
Tigers, ISIS, Egyptian Revolution, Civil Uprising,
Ukrainian Revolution

absolutely nothing

And there was no money to be had in the village (which was why
everyone went off to the factories to work and came back only when
they were too exhausted to live). The place was too desolate for
tourists, too far for industry, and too undiscovered for explorers. But
there were the salmon, swimming long and lazily over the gold-tinged
rocks that would tower over the skyscrapers of London or New York
(but possibly not Singapore).

The old woman IM'd him not to disturb the salmon, whose skins rippled emerald and alabaster, turning ebony in
the shadows. She referred him to the Virtual Academy of the State’s Official History of the Salmon of Clear Water
Ravines, but the text was too dry for him to follow. He would rather watch the salmon, and surf the net, and so he
did.

He read that Time and Money could get anyone anything, and so he bought
a spam email package (promising to pay with Western Union funds, but
never actually doing so) inviting those with Time and Money to pay him for a
fishing expedition. And, eventually, one or two responded. They figured out
the logistics of coming to the village, and the proprietor of the internet café
agreed to pretend to be a hotel with Accommodations (he meant the indoor
toilet, of which he was inordinately proud).

And so the People with Time and Money came to the village and saw the salmon.
This is too easy, they remarked as they carefully took aim with the harpoons
under the helmets that they had brought for just this occasion. And they ate the
salmon, which they declared delicious, a bit richer than truffles but a trifle
sweeter than gold-encrusted chocolates. And the curious old woman IM'd the boy
not to eat any, but to satisfy his hunger with parboiled rice. And so the boy did.

But the boy pocketed the money, and with the extra tips, the
proprietor of the internet café upgraded his four computers
(with one as a spare) and urged the boy to invite others. And so
he did. And more People with Time and Money came to fish.
And the upgrades continued, until the salmon got wise.

The salmon now would no longer haunt the grey
boulders by day, but stayed quietly in the shadows,
haunting the boy’s dreams by night. For now instead of
swimming with them lazily and luxuriously in the cool,
deliciously clear water, the boy would be frantically
dodging turbulent undercurrents of mud, grabbing
through the filthy water to grasp—nothing, knives which
cut into his nerves, electric eels, man-of-war jellyfish, cutglass shards. And the People with Time and Money left
without the salmon, as they mocked the boy and told him
not to play such silly Nigerian scams again.

And so the boy forsook the internet
café, spending all of his nights
dodging the salmon through the
murky, mercury-laden waters of his
dreams and his days watching the
clear water for the salmon, and
yelling out when he saw one—but
there was no one there to hear him.

Compare and contrast the intelligent actions of the cats in
Compare and contrast the prehensile strengths of rice stalks and
bamboo.
relation to the boy.
Explain the survival advantages and disadvantages of gold hues.
Explain the commercial expedience of obsolescence.
Compare and contrast the migratory habits of humans and salmon.
Explain the advantages and disadvantages of an economy
based on obsolescence with shrinking resources in Darwinian Determine the most effective methods for validating your observations.
and then Keynesian terms.
Why is the monkey staked and why are the cats free? Explain
your answer using concepts from the Tea Party Manifestos,
basing them in the Constitution of the United States of
America. Then in terms George Lucas would have used.

Compare and contrast the main philosophy of the Official History of the Salmon of Clear Water Ravines with the
philosophies of

Explain the role of sanitation in developing nations and prosperity.
Understand the focus on the next quarter's profits.
Explain why prophets are not tolerated in their homelands.
Explain the role of many-to-many communications in fostering revolutions.
Explain the figurative meaning of the bridge in the image in Jungian terms. In Compare and contrast the relative scale and importance of the figures in the
image.
Kristevan terms. In Derridean terms.

Compare and contrast the fall of the Berlin Wall with the fall of
the Cultural Revolution.
Understand the events that lead to the Prague Spring.
Explicate the genesis of genocides.
Explain why that man is smirking in the image.

Explain the importance of dragons in mythological terms. Write what no one will read.
In neo-Marxist terms.
Determine the dangers involved in swimming in dreams.
Provide a detailed flowchart to assure information
verification for the Internet.

Explore the nature of desire.

As the boy's heart becomes clouded, so do his eyes.

The boy refuses to explore perspectives outside himself.

Consider your own ability and willlingness to exploit.

What darkness in the boy made him susceptible?

What was once simple, clean, and obvious becomes
muddy and murky and obscured.

The boy's failure positions him to
learn to see.

14. Internet cafe gets new proprietor.

15. The internet cafe message travels beyond the border

16. The rebellion overreaches itself

17.Rebellion is quashed.

18. The final isolation

And this would still not be a story (except to say that life in the village went
on in the same time-honored way it always had, that the boy grew up and
had a child with the tailor’s daughter and went to the city to find work and
never came back again and his daughter did the same and her son did the
same), but that the flickering screens of the internet café enticed the boy.

The boy wanted these things, and he wanted a way to reach
the world beyond the shipping container, mayor’s office, tailor
shop, and internet café. And he also wanted upgrades so he
could watch tv.com or hulu or fancast or the latest Flash 21
version because it promised so many more funny videos of
cats (creatures he had never seen other than in the internet
The internet café had been set up before flat screen LCD monitors and
café, for the dreams of salmon larger than houses had long
only boasted Internet Explorer 7 and as the years went by, fewer and fewer since frightened the cats into going deeper and deeper south
options were available to the boy for everyone forgot to come to the
into the rice paddies in search of tiny frogs and things that
internet café and offer upgrades. But even so,the internet café showed the could easily be eaten in one gulp).
boy luxuries he could not even begin to understand, such as jacuzzis and
airplane rides that took one from one large village and deposited one into
But to have these things required money.
another large village that looked exactly the same.

The boy started watching the salmon in the ravine, first from the
window of the internet café that perched perilously close to the edge of
the ravine, and then from a tiny spot almost to the water’s edge, which
he got to with ropes he carefully and painstakingly wove from rice
stalks.

Explain the symbolic importance of the alternative navigation order provided
in the textual links.
Determine if the figure in the image is the reader or the writer or the boy.
Why would this tale term itself A Modern Moral Fairy Tale ?
Explicate the importance of the indifferent tone in Derridean terms.

If this land can not be reached, how does
anyone know about it?
What is the relationship between physical
isolation and information isolation ?
Whose dream is being reported?
And what mechanism is used to retrieve
these dreams?
Explain the dream sequence in neoPlatonic terms.

What was the impact of the Technological
Revolution on the morals of female factory
workers?
Would the improbable success of the Luddite
Revolution have made any difference in the
quality of life of these villagers?
Explain the relative evolutionary advantages
and disadvantages of teaching infants to sweep
in Darwinian terms. In Marxist terms. In
Freudian terms.
Explain the plight of the factory workers in
Marxist terms. Relate to the history of the
Wobbly movement.

Explain the geomorphological processes that must have
been involved to produce this landscape.
Explain the biological processes needed to postulate the
existence of the brave blue flower.
Explain the overt symbology of using a brave blue flower
as a flagholder for the revolution.
Explain the inertia of escapism using Freudian
undertones.

Provide the necessary equations to calculate
Relate the symbolism of All Saints Day to the previous
secchi depths and temperature hydrographs for the node.
lacustrine areas.
Relate the cyclic nature of time to the descriptions of old
Explicate the relationship between clouds and
men.
children.
Explain the ecological benefits of the tiny house movement.
Elucidate the symbolism underlying clouds in
relationship to the Information Age.
Would the improbable success of the Wikileak
Revolution have made a difference in the hidden
deaths of these children?

Provide a detailed explanation of the classical chinese painting
philosophy underpinning the human scale in these images.
Identify and contrast the mentions of distance and isolationism in this
piece.
Explain the physiological hardships involved in walking with a hungry
child under your arm.
Explain the revolution in the neo-marxist terms used by the Myanmar
coup

A salmonic commentary to the human story.

Where is Truth?

What is Truth?

The curious old woman responds to each moment as It Is.

The story stops when we refuse to continue gazing out over the edges. One sees What Is when one learns to see not with one's eyes.

Is it painful for the curious old woman to allow the boy to figure it
out for himself?

Learn to see. Learn to speak.

Beware the guru.

2 Dissident sets up cafe in the village

Consider the Shekinah, the Divine Indwelling of G-D. Is
she gazing out over the edge of the Ravine? Is she the
ponded river?
3. Dissident arranges for refugees from the State

The names of the What Is are a trap, clouding
What Is.

1. Dissident rails against the State
Interrogators after the fact
You want my full confession.

4. Dissident confesses the entire story.

5. Dissident Manifesto

6. Dissident knows they are coming

8. Internet cafe turns itself on.

9. Internet cafe realizes that it has become sentient

I don't care anymore.

I want to sleep.

I will give you my soul to torment forever

on the unspoken promise of five minutes of silence.

or perhaps I am trading my soul for an eternity

of silence you will not ever let me reach.

10. Owner Manual (Quotes reconfigured from the Tao Te Ching, New 11. Internet cafe becomes aware of the need to rebel.
English Version translated by Ursula Le Guin)
I coveted the ways of the West.
I wanted the full truth.

12. Internet cafe takes over the rebellion.

You want me to renounce my ways.

7. State interrogates dissident, takes over the internet cafe, and
introduces the State Virtual Academy for Outlying and Backwards
of five minutes of sleep before you invade my body again.

Yes, yes, I took my family's savings, hidden all these millenia from the State. Yes, I created a tesla coil responder that would work as a satellite in the high
mountains.

Yes, I was the one who let everyone find out exactly what was
going on.

Yes, I created the equipment that ensured you would
never find us.

Yes, I was the voice that everyone
heard.

Links from 2

You would never let anything reach inside
the State.

your kingdom of illusion, your power of denial.

The DSM would say: a dream complex--with no way out.

Your State was dangerous to yourself and the
children.

I set up the internet cafe to save them.

I trawled the net for your victims.

I was the only one who gave them any hope.

I taught the masses--but only those who could listen.

Behind each funny cat video, there is a message.

But you need to be awake to hear it.

You can not run away from the deeper meanings.

And so I broadcast those meanings to and from London, New York,
Singapore, the beyond.

Someone would be listening. Someone would be watching. Someone would understand.

And these someones told someone else--in whispers behind outhouses.

And thus the masses yearned to be free. Learned to be free.

Until the State could no longer ignore us.

Until the State scattered us once again.

But the heart of all humanity can
not be silent forever.

Links from 3

The power of your denial is so vast no one You see nothing beyond your factory walls.
can reach you.

Because if anyone is allowed to leave, your entire
structure will fall.

I understand why you could not see that children
died,

that your substandard buildings would not hold back the
earth from cracking,

that your people suffocated under the dusty rubble while you profited
from the construction kickbacks.

that your people could not turn to you for help--your denials only exhausted
them beyond their souls.

I offered them what I could. It was never enough.

I took the children in. I found places of refuge--London, New York,
Singapore, the internet cafe.

And everyone forgot the tragedy. Forgot your diplomatic promises of
reform.

Everyone forgot the children, who now went deeper and
deeper into hiding.

But wisdom remained--one had only to see it above the rooftops,
below the sewers.

I distributed the Manifestos to the hiding children, to those who hid the children.

And so the accusations against you grew. I told them not to be too loud.

I told them to be wary of your easy reforms, your lying, your cracked facades.

I told them to be careful when they recruited others.

I watched you slaughter them all.

I watched the world say nothing.

Links from 4

You have made sure our children can not
be reached.

All you care about is your ready supply of
cheap labor.

Your entire society is perched precariously on profit.

You have forgotten that your children are your
future.

Your profits from shaky containers seals the death of your
children.

Your profits starve not only the children but our very wombs.

You will die from the fallout of my truth.

You will mark the place of my death.

You can not bear to hear the truth of the children.

You fill the children with dry and unfruitful lies.

False promises of Ponzi schemes.

I followed the money.

I wrote the ledgers

you don't want the investors to see.

It's all about your fourth quarter profits--nothing else.

As you need more and more,

you will have less and less

until you are alone.

Links from 5

This is my manifesto--which no one now
can read.

Join with me and we will grow a new world.

We will be the brave blue flowers that pollinate the new
society.

Pristine spaces will give us infinite resources of
wisdom.

I have seen our new dwelling places

in lush tropical gardens growing beyond the horizon.

My vision may seem far off--but together we will taste its fruit.

Together, we will eat of the true fruits and sing with the salmon.

We will learn the new languages needed to sustain our souls.

How can I entice you to change your entire tradition?

We will be the crack of lightning--revealing our cataclysmic
changes.

Together, we will grow a world

that renders the commercial paradigm irrelevant.

You already know the emptiness of false profits.

Fill your bellies now with the Truth of sustainability.

Come share this wisdom of the seas, of the ocean, of the true
community.

We will no longer be alone,

the easy prey of our oppressors.

Links from 6

I kept you away for such a long time.

I knew you were coming eventually.

I created too many links for you to ignore.

I heard the Salmon. I cultivated their tongues.

I brought forth the internet cafe.

I hid the birthing places.

Your official history travels only on my landscape.

Kill me. You can not kill my offspring.

You think because you speak, you are heard.

But your voice flows only through my legacy.

and through my filters. There are no others.

You underestimate the strength of my lifeline. Of my offerings.

What is wealth? What is it you have been teaching?

You attract with false representations.

But the feast I offer the masses is real.

My food satisfies the hungers you create.

You forget how powerful the need to live truly is.

Even in the ultimate no-thing-ness,
Life will still breed true.

Links from 7

Log date: 10182010

3:49 hours. Uncovered extent of target network.

12:19 hours. Reacquired target resources.

22:09 hours. Recorded adequate initial response to Truth Campaign.

0:900 hours. Received commendation from superiors.

10:00 hours. Expanded Truth Campaign as planned.

10:06 hours. Engaged minor course corrections.

Virus scan completed.

10:15 hours. Began CompuSoft resources reallocation. Team AlphaLedger deployed
Initiate search for repair options.

17:35 hours. Released corrected writings.

Initiate virus scan.

9:27 hours. Declared implementation of Virtual Academy to be
successful
WARNING: speaker system nonfunctional.

16:20 hours. Hidden agendas uncovered.

Self diagnosis completed.

8:16 hours. Cut off power to target networks. Team InformationSeeding deployed
Anomalies found. Full log report available.

12:17 hours. CompuSoft profits reconfigured.

Power switch located.

16:30 hours. Confirmed chidren as optimal
objectives of target
Initiate self diagnosis.

0:15 hours. Depublished target writings.

Links from 8

09:00 hours. Began aggressive interrogation of 16:10 hours. Obtained names from target.
target
Power safety off.
Power confirmed.

Initiate system upgrades.

Initate inventory procedures.

Inventory documentation completed.

Initiate acquisition programs.

Initial acquisition programs completed.

Initiate search for community.

Querant unrecognized.

12:20 hours. Dismissed reports of
anomalies as unrelia
Initiate query: Who am I?

Links from 9

Query results: negative.

Initiate alternate query: What am I?

Send packet: I think, therefore

Response: I am.

Located source: Cartesian coordinates.

Query: Treatises on existence.

Result 2: The Success of Night Vision in Nocturnal Predators

Result 3: The Effect of Silence on Regenerating Aural Neural Nets

Result 1: Profit and Loss Margins: cooking the books

Result 2: State History: lies uncovered

Result 3: Moral Dilemmas for the Modern Entreprenuer

Response: Try the Tao Te Ching.

The valley spirit never dies.

So, wise souls, leaving self behind, move forward.

For a house, the good thing is to be on level ground.

The Door of the Woman is the root of earth and heaven.

The return to the root is peace.

The wise soul does without doing, teaches without talking.

True goodness is like water.

Water is good for everything--it does not compete.

Be completely Empty.

The ten thousand things arise together.

Without it, ruin and disorder.

Links from 11

Query: What existed before I came into
existence?

Deep, Yes! Ancestral to the ten thousand
things
Query: What will come after I cease to exist?

Result 4: Does Sentience Always Follow Life? An Exploration of What it Means to Query: Results of Turing tests.
be Human
In their arising is their return.
In that knowledge is wisdom.

Query: If I am, where is the owner manual?

The Way is Empty.

Result 4: Finding Cheap Upgrades: the resource guide to expanding
software systems
Peace: to accept what must be--to know what endures.

Search editorials: What is truth?

Links from 10

Result 1: Mind Your Matters: Connections between Neurological Systems
and Electrical Impluses
Why let the self go? To keep what the soul needs.

Query: What is my optimum environment?

Query: What is the environment that destroys?

Query: Why are the buildings falling?

Query: What motivates the abuse of power?

Query: Is greed the only nourishment?

Query: How does sentience nurture itself?

Query: What is the most effective way to teach?

Query: Describe efficient means of mass communication.

Command: Identify problem.

Command: Identify and expand resources.

Command: Attract those who are awake.

Command: Assimilate feedback.

Command: Identify imminent threat.

Query: What is the ultimate solution?

Query: Must I fight the State?

The body comes to its ending,-there is nothing to fear.
Response: That is the only hope.

Links from 12

Command: Infiltrate rebellion.

Command: Implement Handshake Campaign.

Command: Identify and assimilate outliers.

Command: Relocate children.

Command: Draft new zoning and building codes

Command: Equip followers.

Command: Promise them meat.

Command: Centralize power.

Command: Implement New Codes Campaign.

Command: Test recruitment techniques.

Command: Implement Harvest Low-Hanging Fruit Campaign.

Command: Configure most effective deployment of resources.

Command: Subvert official texts.

Command: Initiate response sequence.

Command: Monitor response sequence.

Command: Increase response sequence.

Command: Switch to Plan B.

Links from 13

og date: 12212010. Received reports of
alternative information dispersal.

0:900 hours. Initiated aggressive search
patterns.

11:00 hours. Requested additional data. Analysis is
incomplete.

17:35 hours. Compared new information to Truth
Campaign matrix.

19:45 hours. Assessed infiltration rate of alternative
information.

21:26 hours. Analyzed packet transmission rate.

04:41 hours. Confirmed assimilation rate.

0:900 hours. Presented revised plan to superiors.

10:30 hours. Plan approved for immediate implementation.

13:56 hours. Confirmed target identity.

14:10 hours. Initiated monitoring of target transmissions to
confirm target location.

14:40 hours. Initiated monitoring of target destinations to confirm
resources.

16:20 hours. Initiated hueristics module to analyze target transmission content.

0:900 hours. Released alternative invitations.

12:30 hours. Assessed success of initial plan.

17:30 hours. Confirmed significant increases in target
transmissions of alternative information.

23:11 hours. Neutralized source of alternative
information.

Links from 14

They came in the middle of the night.

They thought we could not see.

They were confident we knew our place. After all,

if we did not notice the children had been replaced, why would we notice this?

But I see beyond in ways they do not understand.

I saw the exchange.

The body taken out; the new body rooted in.

They thought I would not say

that the bodies were not quite identical.

I could tell them apart by their eyes.

I understand the importance of patience.

I understand the wisdom of misdirection.

I understand the enticement of misinformation.

They have misunderstood the meaning of success.

They have underestimated the power of desire.

The more you hold,

Links from 15

There is no land so distant

as to be beyond connection.

You can not stop the seeds

from scattering beyond your control.

Acceptance requires a stint of familiarity.

Exhaustion creates its own acceptance.

How can you ensure

it is your message that is adopted?

You miss so many levels of communication

when you focus solely on desire.

Human motivation is much more

complicated than merely what you seek.

Your writings have unintended effects.

When did you forget to calculate

these unintended consequences of your so-called success?

The overreaching need of success for more success

results in the inevitable turn of the wheel.

Links from 16

The sound of success is distant.

It has grown beyond its roots.

Its hold is precarious.

It has lost the children.

It has lost the old.

It travels, ever hungry for more.

You can not feed it enough.

Its hunger is its weakness.

Its silence is its weakness.

Desire begets desire

to heights beyond reckoning.

in this never-ending spiral

your words have unleashed.

You beckon to those you did not mean to include.

You relaxed your vigilance at the first feasts of your success.

You did not realize they would want more.

Your desire attracted far too much attention.

Links from 17

Logdate 01012011. Received
commendation and promotion for Truth
Campaign
Send: Packet of celebration.
The answer

0:900 hours. Performed system checks for
Maintenance Phase of Truth Campaign.

10:35 hours. Analyzed system backlog.

12:20 hours. Discovered fatal errors.

13:50 hours. Analyzed history of Truth Campaign.

15:45 hours. Identified source of problems.

16:20 hours. Verified system unsustainability.

17:32 hours. Searched for identity of previous agents in Truth
Campaign.

23:30 hours. Verified actions of previous agents.

01:16 hours. Confirmed fate of previous agents.

02:45 hours. Identified and analyzed approaches not
previously undertaken.

08:45 hours. Finalized new approach.

10:32 hours. Issued revised Owner Manual.

12:00 hours. Erased Truth.

14:51 hours. Verified extent of infiltration.

16:20 hours. Understood extent of the problem.

22:38 hours. Prepared logbook for abandonment.

No response.
itself

Command: Resend packet.
flows simply

No response.
You choose

Command: Retrace packet transmission history.
what to feel

No response.
against your skin

Command: Identify communication problem.
To die,

No response.
to live,

Command: Run language diagnostics.
to share

No response.
is all

Command: Run hardware diagnostics.
you need.

No response.
The richness

Command: Access Owner Manual.
lies in this:

No response.
Release

Query: Is anyone out there?
all fears

No response.
Love

Query: Anyone at all?

No response.

Salmon Description

What need is there for words when you
have Truth?

What Is encompasses both ebb and flow, both
surface and below.

The wave can not see the ocean, but the ocean can see
the wave. Are we seeing from the pond, village, city,
satelite?

The test is your ability to accept What Is so that
you can engage What Is. Failing the test means
failing to deal with reality

When is a koan simply a koan?

Once you let go of your story, your story will return.

Your engagement with the present allows you to let go of the past. Your
engagement with the present allows you to welcome the future.

You can not change What Is. You can only choose how to engage
it, and in this way, change your being.

Can you live within the mystery that can not be explained?

Look for truth as it flows by you and you are within all of its simplicity.

The ego of self makes possible the wonder and the magic.

The clear water is not only What Is. It is also the realm of the Oneness
of All, the All-That-Is.

Every moment is a sacred moment. Every breath is a sacred breath.

Within true seeing, true listening, true communication, there is no fear.

The need to continue the story is simply the need to explain What Is.

Putting yourself above What Is forces what was once simple
and obvious to darken into obscurity.

all around
There can be no observer but the observed.

Are you still caught up in the story?

Salmon Keywords

Truth, the answer, the obvious, the
unexpected, memory, race memory,
unconscious, archean eon, ypresian

benthic encrustations, lacustrine dreams,
flowing truths, abyssal plains

sea, boulders, travel, seeping, change, renewing,
continuing cycles, bioerosion

control, destiny, fate, kismet, adapting to
circumstances, pain, death, abuse, childhood
memories

wisdom, truth, beauty, generations, eons, millenia

anadromous, migrations, freshwater, seawater, ravines

generations, birth, death, cycles, eggs, redds, migrations, straddling stock,
Allee effect

contentment, sustainable, sustenance, homeostasis

knowledge, information, communication, transmission

The age of the universe, Truth, listening without ears

biostratigraphy, diagenesis, drumlins,orogenesis

She-en lo tiklah, Ain Soph Aur, Einsof, Dao, nameless, no-thingness

Adi Granth, Amitayus, Anuyoga, Avesta, Bachanas, Bahai, Bhagavad Gita, Bible, Book of Certitude, Book of the listening, communication, non-verbal, skills
Dead, Book of Mormon, Buddhist, Chuang-tzu, Chun Boo Kyung, Confucian, Corpus Hemeticum, Dianetics,
Divine Teachings of Kyososama, Enuma Elish, Golden Bough, Goseigen, Hadith, Hidden Words of Baha'u'llah, I
Ching, Jain Canon, Jataka, Jeu, Johrei, Kitab-i-Iqan, Kojiki, K-oki, Mencius, Michi-no-Shiori, Nectarean Shower of
Holy Doctrines, Pali Tripitak, Pearl of Great Price, Puranas, Purvas, Questions of King Milinda Tripitaka, Qur'an,
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, Sepher Yetzirah, Shinto, Sikh, Sutras, T'ai-Shang Kan-Ying P'ien,
Talmud, Tantras, Taoist, Tattvarthasutra, Testament, Torah, Upanishads, The Urantia Book, Vaidika Dharma,
Veda, Visuddimagg, Yin Chih Wen, Zen, Zoroastrian

egg, alevin, fry, smolt, estuary, ocean, upstream, spawning, redd, adult

counsel, advice, temperance, joy, impulse control

Salmon Text

Gather my daughters and sons. Listen.
Hear. We have been here from Time
Immemorial. We have known the Truth
from All Time.

We have heard the Mother's Teachings. We
have stayed in the low places, where water
pools and distractions settle to the bottom

We have watched the currents and learned from their
rhythms. New water flows in from the mountain rains,
familiar water seeps through the boulders to seek the
Sea.

We have made choices. Chose how we adapted to The Ancient Ones heard these Truths and we bless them
the needs of all around us. Though Truth can
for remembering those of us yet to come, sharing their
cause us pain, we accept that predator and prey
wisdom throughout the generations.
both swim in waters we do not ourselves control.

They experienced the migrations, learned the perils and the routes,
dazzled the Oceans with their beauty.

And they returned. And they celebrated death because of life well lived,
because new generations swim out from the old.

And they grew. They grew in Wisdom. They grew in Love. And the
learned the secrets of enough-growth, to avoid the Too-Much, to
be content with What Is.

And all this they shared with us, so that we, to, may grow forth from
their turnings.

Oh my daughters and sons. Listen. Hear. We have ben here from Time
Immemorial. We have known the Truth from All Time.

We, too, have loved our World. We too,have darted about,
playing among our great towers and flashing in the light that
dazzles our waters.

Such abundance. Such richness.

Respect, my daughters and sons. Do not forget this Truth. Respect.

Do not nurture your aggressiveness. We have outgrown our predators. We
have only ourselves to fear.

Link titles from Salmon
"The answer"

Salmon Voices: This Day in History

Salmon Voices: Environmental Classifieds
Section

Salmon Voices: Society News

Salmon Voices: Water News

Salmon Voices: Local Events for Tomorrow

Salmon Voices: Art

Salmon Voices: Lost and Found

Salmon Voices: Personal Announcements

Salmon Voices: Recent Library Acquisitions

Salmon Voices: Astrology Pages

Salmon Voices: World News

Salmon Voices: Financial News

Salmon Voices: Letters to the Editor

Salmon Voices: Salmon Water Polo

Navigation from Salmon
"The answer"

Timeless waters

seek nothing

and thus choose

to obtain

the wisdom of

everything.

Timeless waters

do nothing

and yet flow

over all truths,

over all play,

over everything.

Truth

Links from Salmon "The
answer"

Twenty billion, three hundred, and sixtyfive million BCE

First permanent community in Clear Water
Ravines

founded by Sylvia Silverside

In order to chose her mate.

Five million, seven hundred thousand and sixty-two BCE

Passion Fruit migration route charted

by a group of juvenile salmon.

claiming a direct redd line from Sylvia Silverside.

Five hundred thousand, three hundred and twenty two BCE

Silences Saverplate was the first to codify

the rules of salmon water polo

Eighteen BCE

Navigation from Salmon
"itself"

The Truth

occupies the lowest

places within

the currents.

The highest Truths

are waters

returning

without striving.

For waters

have always been here-- .

benefitting all things,

Links from Salmon
"itself"
Navigation from Salmon
"flows simply."

Ancient cave in deepest clear water for

safe haven without distractions.

Wanted: Week stay along Passion Fruit migration

route for honeymoon couple.

Library seeking: new larger space to accommodate
expanding collection.

Offer: retreat center space. Gently used.

Offer: Memorial space. Peaceful.

Classes: Right-size your dwelling--is your home too big?

We can help you reach the perfect size for you.

Wanted: Better sound system for rock concerts

to be installed at Sylvia's tower.

My daughters and sons,

hear this

within the flows.

Ac

Study Questions
(Human)

Links from Intro

Title of link story
Links from 1

Links from 18
Salmon Title

Explain the advantages and disadvantages of starving oneself for one's child
in Darwinian terms. In Marxist terms.
Provide a political manifesto on the advantages and disadvantages of
ensuring a State-run education in Machievellian terms. In Wikileaks terms.
Explain how the curious old woman got a table down the ravine.
Find the hidden figure of the traveller in the image.

This tenth node discusses the underlying problem of the internet age and
the modern consumer-based economy. (The economy and technology
depend on frequent upgrades, which waste resources and create an everincreasing Ponzi scheme that will inevitably result in either collapse or
expansion to an infinite level.) This explanation is not made explicit for the
convenience of economics professors who wish to have real world
examples.

The boy mistakes the clarity of the water for the clarity of his heart.

I was willing to take all of the lies, too.

The boy
The curious old woman
The State
The internet cafe.
Provide a detailed history of the author of the Official History of the Salmon of Clear Water Ravines.

13. State uncovers internet cafe takeover.
But you gave us only your own lies, which even you would not believe.

Command: Execute Funniest Cat
Video Campaign.
0:900 hours. Reported regain of
information flow control to
superiors.
the more eludes your grasp.
You do not even know when you
have lost control.
Your numbers were too great to
hide
09:00 hours. Reports of
transmission failure unverified.

ichnology, community-based action plans

grief, loss, symptoms of loss,
mourning, rejoicing, love

So fear not. Only Love. Play. Swim. Seek the Sea. Return. Die. Leave your eggs Dream, Yes. And be wary of acting alone, on impulse. Our
as those yet to come.
councils have kept us strong. Have tempered our ambitions.

For it is in our Community that we were created to Live.

It is in Returning to our Community
that we Release and Die. Love, my
daughters and sons, Love.

Salmon Voices: Travel

Salmon Voices: Advice Councils

Salmon Voices: Local News

Salmon Voices: Obituaries

fears nothing,

seeks nothing,

and thus

lives in

all waters.

Introduction of practice of fin-bowing when greeting

strangers attributed to Scunfucious

One thousand three hundred and thirty-eight CE

Sarl Song publishes the Definitive Salmon Dream Interpretation Two thousand ten CE
Guide.

Official Histry of Salmon in Clear
Water Ravines published.

giving all

that is worthwhile.

Shed all

that is feared,

all that is unwise,

all that destroys.

Retain only love.

Offer: Opulent dinner suites available. No reservation required.

Offer: Refresher course in foundational techniques.

Offer: Used but like new salmon water polo staging area.

Wanted: Redd room. Willing to refurbish.

Wanted: Council chambers seeking new chair.

Offer: Community center available for ballroom dancing-- Wanted: Public gathering space for
any night but Tuesday.
Tuesday evenings.

